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Engine model
Rated power(kW)
Total weight(t)
Rated bucket capacity(m³)
Total cycling time(s)

WD10G220E23
162
17.5
3.0
11
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Oil Absorption Filter Screen

The XCMG 50G is a true symbol of China's G3 loaders and a pioneer of technological transformation of the industry since the turn 

of the century. The loader has been honored as the State New Product and won the State Technological Progress Award. With its 

high technology, performance and quality, the XCMG 50G has been a market leader and one of the most exported machines for 10 

consecutive years. The XCMG 50G can be equipped with the Weichai Steyr WD10G220DE21, Shanghai Diesel Engine 

SC11CB220, Cummins 6CTAA8.3-C or QSB6.7 engine. Other optional components include the Hangzhou Advance Gear WG180 or 

ZF4WG200 electric KD fixed spindle gearbox, wet drive axle, air suspension seat, electronic audio and visual alarm system, 

centralized lubrication system, electronic weighing system and electronic reverse monitoring system. On of that, there is also the 

ROPS and FOPS cabs to choose from. 

ZL50G
 Wheel   Loader

Product Introduction

The single-handle hydraulic pilot control system features precise control and easy operation, with 
the operating force required only one-third that of other products. 

Technical Specifications

Pilot Operation

The hydraulic system features a dual pump design that reduces power loss, lowers engine load, 
improves reliability and increases operating efficiency.

Double-pump Confluence

The steering system uses a low-pressure small-flow oil pump with flow amplification valve that 
facilitates high-pressure large-flow oil movement in the steering cylinder, ensuring low operating 
force and easy control.

Flow Amplification Steering

The steering system features both flexible hydraulic and rigid mechanical limits (dual limit). By 
default, the hydraulic control limit will be implemented to reduce impact and damage.

Dual Limit

The power system features a bi-directional damping technology and all-direction elastic 
suspension that effectively overcomes the resonance between the power system and the frame, 
eliminating noise and fatigue failure.

Bi-directional Vibration Damping 

The bucket can be automatically leveled at any location through 
inductive control. There is no need to adjust the bucket angle during 
loading operations, providing easy driver control and increasing 
operating efficiency.

Automatic Leveling 

The newly designed luxurious AC cab offers the same comfort as commercial vehicles with its large interior space, beautiful 
interior trimming and broad of vision. Air is supplied stereoscopically through several windows, which no only removes frost 
quickly, but can also adjust the temperature according to the operator's preferences.

The seat can be freely adjusted and the XCMG anti-skid flooring and bench, as well as plastic operation panel and control box, 
are ergonomically designed. The front and rear windscreens are equipped with wipers, further emphasizing the human-centric 
design. All these elements help create the most comfortable working environment for operators.

Comfortable Driving 

Hydraulic and transmission oils help dissipate heat in all 
directions, and the large-capacity water tank and air channels 
resolve any issue with thermal equilibrium.

High-efficiency Heat Dissipation 

The gas-cap oil-clamp four-wheel braking system ensures safety 
and performance even in uneven terrains.

Drive and emergency braking are integrated to provide 
low-pressure operations that makes traveling and parking safe 
and reliable.

Anti-skid measures are implemented on the punch holes of the 
operational panel, and the loader is equipped with a broad 
ladder stand to ensures safe operations.

Operational Safety

A highly reliable hoisting mechanism provides access to the engine and internal components, 
facilitating easy inspection and maintenance.

Refilling port at the back provides convenient refueling and helps improve the overall stability of the 
equipment.

The hydraulic cylinder features independent oil return cavities that facilitate maintenance and 
servicing.

Easy Maintenance 

Return Oil Filter Screen
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Double Seals 

First-class R&D team

Assembly line similar to automobile production

Pentahedron processing center

Advanced test equipment

Flexible automatic welding line 

Advanced international transmission laboratory

Die Stamping Impulse Welding Electro-coating 
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The front and back of the vehicle are reinforced with thick plates and solid weld seams to 
cater to any harsh working conditions.

The upper and lower articulation points have a wide span and high rigidity.

The equipment weighs 17.5 ton, which is 1 ton heavier than other products. All parts and 
components are original, which make the machine even more robust.

Strong Structure 

The working unit is equipped with a single rocker, short pull rod, horizontal cylinder and 
straight movable arm. It is able to generate breakout force of up to 17 tons.

The unit features ultra strong traction and drilling.

Each bucket can carry more than 7 tons of iron ore powder. The XCMG 50G is capable of 
handling all kinds of loading operations.

High Strength

The large-wheel chassis, low centre of gravity, good loading performance and strong 
overloading capacity of the loader ensures that the vehicle will not topple even when 
traveling on steep slopes.

The machine can achieve heavy loading and unloading operations in narrow spaces. The 
overall performance of the loader is powerful and robust.

Stable Operation

The moveable arm can be raised in a very short time of less than 11s. The vehicle can 
travel at speed of up to 11.5km/h.

High Efficiency

The wheelbase design, small steering radius and flexible maneuverability of the loader 
makes it suitable for any terrain.

There is no rotary speed difference between the front and rear axles and no power cycling 
loss. The front and rear wheels travel in the same path, reducing the steering resistance. 
The tires are resistance to wear, ensuring stable and smooth operations.

The double trust bearing mounted at the articulated parts provides further flexibility and 
reliability.

Smooth Driving

Two-level dust-proofing measure is implemented at key articulated parts to eliminate 
abrasion and prolong service life.

High-pressure rubber tubes help prevent buckling, and the joints are sealed in two layers to 
ensure safety and prevent leakage in the hydraulic system.

The reinforced drive axle is designed and manufactured with the latest technologies that 
ensure a high level of reliability. The split type brake pliers help facilitate maintenance and 
assembly of the protection cover. In addition, it helps protect the caliper body from damage.

The transmission shaft flange fulfils both DIN and SAE international standards. In addition, 
the diameter of distribution of the set bolts is enlarged. Self-locking nuts are used for 
connection and fastening to make transmission more reliable.

Long Service Life

Scientific Design: In terms of technological innovation, XCMG is a pioneer in the domestic market with its use of computer 
aided design and manufacturing systems, such as CAD, CAM and Pro/E. The company's established R&D center ensures that 
the product designs are amongst the top available in the market.

Professional Manufacturing: XCMG attaches great importance to the introduction of advanced international manufacturing 
technologies. The company utilizes advanced equipment, such as pentahedron machining centers and robot welding lines. In 
addition, the company has first-class equipment assembly lines similar to those used in automobile manufacturing, which 
provides quality assurance.

All-Round Testing: XCMG implements strict inspection and testing throughout the entire manufacturing process to ensure the 
highest quality standards.

Three Major Components Leading to Excellent Performance

Internal breakthrough:  XCMG has taken several steps to improve the vulnerable spots of a gearbox to increase the loading 
capacity and reliability. As a result of the revolutionary breakthrough, the service life of key components has significantly 
increased.

External breakthrough: XCMG is a leader in introducing automobile production processes into China, such as full metal 
molding of cover parts, die stamping, impulse welding and electro-coating to prevent rust and maintain color over a long period of 
time. In addition, the interior trimming of the vehicles is luxurious and the design is human-centric, making the overall operating 
experience similar to that of a commercial vehicle.

Internal and External Industrial Breakthroughs:
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The powerful and robust XCMG 50G is a profitable machine with its 
leading position in the market. In the global scale, there are tens of 
thousands of customers who have made the XCMG 50G their 
machine of choice.

The XCMG 50G is well-received in major markets with its cutting-edge 
technology, robust structural design, uncompromising quality, excellent 
performance and superb value. 

The ZL50G has dominated China's high-end loader market for many 
consecutive years, and its international sales volume has increased 
significantly over the years.

The ZL50G has edged out foreign brands and dominated the domestic high-end market step by step. In conventional European 
markets, ZL50G has offered great competition to leading European and American brands and increased its market share rapidly.

IOn the domestic front, the XCMG 50G has outshone its competition and taken the country by storm. It is prominent in port and mining 
operations across the country.

In the international market, the XCMG 50G has leveraged on its strengths to increase in market share in the North American, Western 
European, Central Asia, Japan and ROK markets.

XCMG is a renowned brand in the China and has been perceived as a representative of the country internationally.

Rising China, Powerful XCMG! 

10 Years of Relentless Refinement

By virtue of its superexcellent performance, XCMG 50G has become the mainstream 
equipment for hoisting of overweight iron ore powder at different major ports. 

In 2006, export volume of XCMG 50G has exceeded 2,000 units. As a 5t high-end product, XCMG 50G 
topped its domestic counterparts in terms of export volume.

Hundreds of XCMG ZL50G side discharge loaders serve 
construction of the railways like Lanzhou-Chongqing Railway and 

Guiyang-Guangzhou Railway, featuring high number of tunnel 
projects with the largest difficulty. 

“Most of large-size equipment purchased by our company came from XCMG. In previous use, the 
complete equipment did not incur faults, and the manufacturer’s after-sales service is quite timely. In 
addition, cab of XCMG 50G is very good, and driver can operate comfortably. Since the labor intensity 
relating to operation is very low, the driver’s working state can be ensured. From the perspective of 
production, XCMG loader serves as the vanguard.”

Mr. Li, Head of the Equipment Department of A Subsidiary of CREC:

“I drive loaders of other brands heavily, and the operation is inconvenient too. On the contrary, XCMG 
50G can be driven easily with no faults. In addition to favorable maneuverability, XCMG 50G has 
sensitive operation handle, so I can drive easily, which saves my power and in turn raises the 
operation efficiency.”

Mr. Chen, a loader driver of a subsidiary of CREC 
in charge of Lanzhou-Chongqing Railway:

“XCMG 50G is of novel and unique appearance, and neat shape. It adopts pilot control to make the 
driver operation easily and flexibly, and the human-centric design helps greatly alleviate the driver’s 
labor intensity. XCMG 50G is of strong power and can easily handle loading of heavy materials such 
as iron ore powder and etc.”

Captain Chen of Lianyungang Port Affairs Group:

“XCMG ZL50G is of high speed, quick action, and high reliability. Particularly, it can complete heavy 
loading. Moreover, its after-sales service is first-rate. We can completely trust XCMG!”

Manager Zhu of the Equipment Management Office 
of Certain Construction Group:

Product Introduction

Service Spare Parts

Integrity & win-win   Common Development 
Worldwide Customers

Advanced and Standard Spare Parts System
Service Network with Quick Response
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Product Introduction

Loading Master
       Earthmoving Expert

Item Unit

Specifications for High-dump Wheel Loader
Standard bucket Enlarged bucket 1 Enlarged bucket 2

Item Unit

Specifications of optional working equipments

Regional Adaptable Products
According to the regional market’s climate condition and geological differences, XCMG takes the lead in marketing the regional 
adaptable product to meet the differentiated demands. 

Flame preheating meets automatic needs at low temperature;

Thickened lead resisting low temperature, full-sealed connector, double-layer corrugate sheath resisting low temperature, 
high-cold lighting fixture and instrument box, and large-capacity accumulator ensure the electric system’s reliability;

Special design of brake system to guard against brake failure in high-cold environment;

Mature and reliable hydraulic system adopts high-cold seal element. 

For High and Cold Area

High-efficiency water tank radiator meets the equipment’s thermal equilibrium demands in high-temperature environment;

Desert-type tire boasts strong adhesive force, making the vehicle able to operate in humid and slippery environment and climb the 
slope with strong steadiness and force;

Equipped with air conditioning, comfortable operation.

For Tropical Area 

Radiator with large fin distance meets the equipment’s thermal equilibrium demands in high-temperature and dusty environment;  

Desert-type tire enables the vehicle to travel, climb the slope, and operate freely on mild place;

Desert-type air filter and exposed rubber tube adopt the sheath for protection, hence the equipment is strongly adaptable to the 
desert environment;

Equipped with air conditioning, making the operation comfortable. 

For Desert Area

Snowplow

3800
±35
±6

8490
3800
3485

5000
 

3737(Horizontal lifting)

20
2053
2516
1200
1200
8515
2850
3485

5000
3230
1845

30
1780
Ø430

2356

8470
2850
3485

m³
kg

mm
mm
mm
mm

°
mm
mm
mm

°
°
°

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

2.5
4500
3100
1220

4080/117

45

8360
2948
3485

Bucket capacity
Rated load
Dumping distance at max. lifting range(front dumping)
Dumping height at max. lifting range(front dumping)
Dumping distance at max. lifting(side dumping)
overall hight at maximum lift
Max. dumping  angle(work tool)
Max.opening
Max. clamping diameter
Max.working width(snowplow)
Slewing angle (horizontal)
Swing angle (snowplow)
Rack back angle at ground
Length(work tool)
Width(work tool)
Height(work tool)
Tine length(pallet fork)
Overall dimensions of machine: Length
Overall dimensions of machine: Width
Overall dimensions of machine: Height

Side- dump
bucket

Log clamp
I

Log clamp IV
(offset tooth)

Pallet
fork

5000
3230
1845

30
1955
Ø800

2356

8470
2850
3485

Bucket capacity

Rated load

Dumping distance at max. lifting range

Dumping height at max. lifting range

Overall dimension L×W×H

Rated load

Dumping distance at max. lifting

Reach at maximum lift

Overall dimensions of machine: L × W × H

m³

kg

mm

mm

mm

kg

mm

mm

mm

Super High-dump 

High-dump 

3

5000

3720

1220

8780×3016×3485

5000

3500

1210

8515×3016×3485

3.5

5000

3610

1320

8810×3000×3485

5000

3390

1310

8545×3000×3485

4

5000

3630

1300

8780×2970×3485

5000

3410

1290

8515×2970×3485



Item Parameter Unit 

Main Parameters
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Rated load

Tipping load 

Bucket capacity 

Dumping height

Dumping distance

Lifting height 

Width of bucket 

Max. breakout force 

Max. tractive force

Articulation angle

Overall dimensions of machine: L × W × H

Total weight

Lifting time of swing arm

Total cycling time

Wheelbase 

Tread 

Minimum turning radius (tire center) 

Minimum circle radius (outside of bucket) 

Rated power / rotate speed 

Engine model 

Gradeability

Tire specification

5000

123

3.0 

3090

1130

5370

3016

170

165±5

±35

8165×3016×3485

17.5

6

11

3300

2250

6400

7300

162/2000

WD10G220E23

30

11.5/16.5

37

23.5-25-16PR

kg

kN

m

mm

mm

mm

mm

kN

kN

°

mm

t

s

s

mm

mm

mm

mm

kW/r/min

°

km/h

km/h
Speed

Gear I (F/R)

Gear II (F)


